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Abstract.12

BACKGROUND: Delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS) is one of the most prevalent musculoskeletal symptoms in individuals13

engaged in strenuous exercise programs.14

OBJECTIVE: This study investigated the effects of wearable low-intensity continuous ultrasound on muscle biomechanical15

properties during DOMS.16

METHODS: Twenty volunteers were distributed into a wearable ultrasound stimulation group (WUG) (n = 10) and medical17

ultrasound stimulation group (MUG) (n = 10). All subjects performed wrist extensor muscle strength exercises to induce18

DOMS. At the site of pain, ultrasound of frequency 3 MHz was applied for 1 h or 5 min in each subject of the WUG or MUG,19

respectively. Before and after ultrasound stimulation, muscle biomechanical properties (tone, stiffness, elasticity, stress relaxation20

time, and creep) and body temperature were measured, and pain was evaluated.21

RESULTS: A significant decrease was found in the tone, stiffness, stress relaxation time, and creep in both groups after22

ultrasound stimulation (all p < 0.05). A significant decrease in the pain and increases in temperature were observed in both23

groups (all p < 0.05). No significant differences were observed between the groups in most evaluations.24

CONCLUSION: The stiffness and pain caused by DOMS were alleviated using a wearable ultrasound stimulator. Furthermore,25

the effects of the wearable ultrasound stimulator were like those of a medical ultrasound stimulator.26

Keywords: Wearable low-intensity continuous ultrasound, muscle biomechanical properties, delayed onset muscle soreness,27

biomechanics, medical devices28

1. Introduction29

Delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS) refers to momentary stiffness or pain felt in muscles after30
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high-intensity or unusual physical exercise. It is one of the most prevalent musculoskeletal symptoms in31

individuals engaged in strenuous exercise programs. DOMS usually manifests 24–48 h after physical32

exercise and can last for several days. Stiffness, tenderness, and pain in the afflicted muscle areas are33

common symptoms. Many hypotheses exist on the induction of DOMS; however, microdamage and34

inflammation in the muscle are considered as the primary mechanisms [1,2,3].35

DOMS is a serious ailment that can interfere with athletic performance. The discomfort and reduced36

range of motion caused by DOMS can hinder training and athletic activities, making it a concern for many37

athletes. Although DOMS is not a severe injury, it can indirectly increase the risk of subsequent injuries.38

When the muscles are sore and fatigued, athletes may alter their movement patterns to compensate for39

discomfort, which can lead to biomechanical imbalances and increase the risk of injury [2]. Additionally,40

continuing to train intensely while experiencing DOMS without an adequate recovery time can exacerbate41

muscle damage and increase the risk of serious injuries. DOMS from rehabilitation exercises can reduce42

patient motivation and willingness to participate in these exercises, thereby reducing the effectiveness of43

rehabilitation. Consequently, numerous methods for minimizing DOMS have been proposed.44

Ultrasonic stimulation applied to the surface of the skin can deliver sufficient energy to deep tissues,45

including the musculoskeletal system. Under appropriate conditions, ultrasonic stimulation is safe for46

use, making ultrasound technology widely utilized in managing musculoskeletal issues. One application47

of ultrasound in musculoskeletal treatment is minimizing DOMS. It promotes the healing of wound tissue48

and fractures and reduces inflammation through both nonthermal and thermal effects [4]. In general,49

continuous ultrasound predominantly causes thermal effects in tissues, whereas pulsed ultrasound induces50

nonthermal effects. When the tissue temperature increases, pain decreases, blood flow increases, muscle51

spasm is reduced, and both subacute and chronic inflammation are diminished. Additionally, collagen52

extensibility increases, which aids in tissue flexibility and repair. Consequently, continuous ultrasound is53

widely used to alleviate pain, whereas pulsed ultrasound is often employed to promote tissue healing and54

reduce inflammation through nonthermal mechanisms.55

Most continuous ultrasound is administered using stroking techniques that continuously move around56

the site of interest. Thus, the total ultrasound dose delivered to the site of interest tends to be insufficient57

to alleviate musculoskeletal pain, leading to non-positive effects. To achieve the thermal effects of58

ultrasound using this method, the application technique must be appropriate [5]. The treated area should59

be less than twice the size of the transducer. Therefore, the traveling speed of the ultrasound transducer60

should be appropriate. Stroke techniques can induce a musculoskeletal burden on therapists. Additionally,61

following the ultrasonic application procedure described above can be difficult for non-professionals62

or individuals. Furthermore, they may be unable to attend to other things while using them. Wearable63

ultrasound stimulators have been developed for this purpose [6,7,8].64

The muscle properties during DOMS change with increasing muscle tension, relaxation time, and65

creep [9,10,11]. These properties are related to muscle or joint function, including the range of motion66

of the joint and recovery ability. Therefore, the muscle properties have to be evaluated to develop67

effective DOMS treatment methods. Several studies have evaluated muscle properties to verify the DOMS68

reduction methods [12,13,14]. However, only a few studies have investigated the effects of continuous69

low-intensity ultrasound on DOMS. This study aimed to determine the effects of low-intensity continuous70

ultrasound, using a wearable ultrasonic stimulator (WUS) at a frequency of 3 MHz on muscle properties71

and pain during DOMS. In addition, we compared the effects of WUS with those of conventional medical72

ultrasound devices.73
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Table 1
General characteristics of participants (n = 20)

WUG (n = 10) MUG (n = 10)
Age (years) 22.80 ± 2.29 23.50 ± 2.22
Height (cm) 172.09 ± 7.14 166.57 ± 9.01
Weight (kg) 74.93 ± 12.69 69.64 ± 15.33

Values indicate mean ± standard deviation; WUG:
wearable ultrasound group, MUG: medical ultrasound
group.

2. Materials and methods74

2.1. Participants75

This study was conducted on 20 healthy adults. The number of samples was calculated using the76

G*POWER, 3.1.9.7 program [15]. The participants were selected based on the following specific criteria:77

1) chronic, nonspecific neck/shoulder pain, 2) non-traumatic neck/shoulder pain, 3) no history of cervical78

intervertebral disc disease, 4) no related injuries within the last three months, and 5) no adhesive capsulitis.79

Additionally, participants who experienced pain during the experiment were either excluded or given80

appropriate rest measures; those unable to continue due to COVID-19 were also excluded. The study81

protocol was explained to the participants, who provided written consent to participate after being assured82

that their personal and physical information would remain confidential. Prior to the experiment, the83

participants’ height was measured using an automatic BMI measuring instrument (BSM 370, Korea,84

2011), and their weight was measured using a body composition analyzer (INBODY 570, Biospace,85

Korea, 2013).86

The study was conducted in a single-blind manner with participants randomly assigned to two groups87

using Excel prior to the experiment. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of88

Sunmoon University (SM-202206-029-3).89

2.2. Experiment procedures90

The participants were randomly assigned to either the wearable ultrasound group (WUG) or the91

conventional medical ultrasound group (MUG). The anthropometric characteristics of the participants in92

each group are shown in Table 1.93

The research procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. To induce DOMS, the participants performed wrist94

extensor muscle strength exercises with a dumbbell for 10 min. Subsequently, 24 h after performing the95

exercises, an ultrasound stimulator was applied to each participant. Muscle biomechanical properties,96

pain, and body temperature of the participants were evaluated before and after ultrasound stimulation.97

2.3. Measurement tools and methods98

Muscle biomechanical properties were evaluated using a MyotonPro device (Myoton AS, Estonia),99

which has been shown to have excellent reliability [9,16]. Each parameter was measured three times, and100

the average value was determined. The measurements were repeated if the coefficient of variance was101

over 3%. Mechanical impulses of 0.18 N (pre-load) and 0.40 N were applied for 15 ms to the muscle.102

The characteristics of interest were measured using oscillation frequency (Hz), logarithmic decrement,103

dynamic stiffness (N/m), mechanical stress relaxation time (ms), and creep. The inherent tension of the104
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Fig. 1. Experimental procedure.

Fig. 2. Measurement of muscle biomechanical properties using MyotonPro.

muscle in a passive or resting condition without any purposeful contraction, which indicates the muscle105

tone, is described by the oscillation frequency. Resistance to contraction or an external stimulus that106

deforms the initial configuration of the muscle is referred to as dynamic stiffness, and the converse is107

known as compliance. The recovery of the muscle’s initial form after contraction or the removal of an108

external force is described by a logarithmic decrement. A value of zero denotes absolute elasticity, values109

> 0 denote plasticity. The mechanical stress relaxation time is the amount of time required to restore110

muscle shape following deformation caused by voluntary contraction or the removal of an external force.111

Creep is the gradual elongation of a muscle caused by sustained tensile stress over time. The device is112

shown in Fig. 2.113

Pain was assessed using the Korean version of the short form of the McGill pain questionnaire (KSF-114

MPQ), which is widely used to evaluate pain quality and intensity.115
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Fig. 3. Stimulator components. A: Ultrasound driving board, B: Ultrasound transducer.

Fig. 4. Ultrasound gel pad.

Fig. 5. Intervention program. A: Low-intensity wearable ultrasound B: Chattanooga group – Intellect Transport Ultrasound.

2.4. Ultrasound stimulation116

The WUS, developed for this study, generates ultrasound at a frequency of 3 MHz with continuous117

waves. It comprises an ultrasound driving board (Fig. 3A), a lithium polymer battery (1,500 mAh,118

DTP903450, DTP, China), a stainless-steel ultrasound transducer of 25-mm diameter and 3-mm thickness,119

and a piezoelectric ceramic disk (Ceracomp, South Korea, Fig. 3B). The driving board of this research120

device consists of a voltage step-up component to boost the battery voltage, a micro process unit, and an121

ultrasonic driver. The stimulator generated 100 mW/cm2 of ultrasound intensity.122

During treatment, an ultrasound gel pad (BluemTech, South Korea) with 7-mm thickness was used123

as the coupling material (Fig. 4). Medical ultrasound (Intelect TranSport Ultrasound 2782, Chattanooga124

Group, UK) used in the MUG was applied at a frequency of 3 MHz. The application period was 1 h for125

the WUG and 5 min for the MUG. The ultrasonic attachment was placed on the origin area of the extensor126

carpi radialis brevis (Fig. 5), which is commonly associated with inflammation due to the muscle’s high127

load during wrist disparaging exercises Ultrasound was used as a stationary technique in the WUG group128

and as a stroking technique in the MUG group.129

For safety evaluation of WUS over a long period, we evaluated skin temperature using the IRIS-XP130

(Medicore device, South Korea), which measures the temperature of the area under the ultrasound131

transducer before and after WUS application (Fig. 6A). Deep tissue injuries were evaluated using a132
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Fig. 6. Safety evaluation methods (a) IRIS-XP (b) BSA phantom.

BSA-based ultrasound gel phantom (BSA; Institute of Health and Medical Convergence Technology,133

Korea). When heated above the temperature that harms living tissue, this phantom changes hue to opaque.134

If the phantom remains the same hue during ultrasonic stimulation in this investigation, it is considered135

safe. The phantom was placed under an ultrasound transducer and was subjected to ultrasound stimulation136

for one hour. The phantom was then observed for color change (Fig. 6B).137

2.5. Data analysis138

Descriptive statistics were used to calculate the general characteristics, including the mean and standard139

deviation of each variable. Statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS 26.0. A paired t-test was140

used to evaluate the effects before and after the exercise program within each group, and an independent141

t-test was used to compare the two groups. The level of statistical significance was set at p = 0.05.142

3. Results143

All measurement parameters are listed in Table 2. Following the intervention, both groups exhibited144

significant decreases in muscle tone (0.48 in WUG, 0.66 in MUG, all p < 0.05) and stiffness (21.1 in145

WUG, 40.7 in MUG, all p < 0.05). However, in terms of elasticity, no significant decrease was observed146

in the WUG group (0.03, p > 0.05), while a significant decrease was noted in the MUG group (0.05,147

p < 0.05). Both groups also showed significant reductions in stress recovery time (1.83 in WUG, 1.61 in148

MUG, all p < 0.01). Regarding creep, a significant difference was found in the WUG group (0.11, p <149

0.05), but there was no significant decrease in the MUG group (0.12, p > 0.05). Post-intervention, no150

significant differences were observed in any of the muscle biomechanical parameters between the groups.151

Both groups showed a significant decrease in KSF-MPQ scores (2.00 in WUG, 2.50 in MUG, p < 0.01).152

There were no significant differences between groups after the intervention.153

A significant increase in skin temperature was observed for both groups (2.08 in WUG, 1.09 in MUG,154

all p < 0.05). No significant differences were seen between groups after the intervention. No color change155

was observed in the phantoms of the WUG group.156

4. Discussion157

In this study, we evaluated the effects of continuous low-intensity WUS at a frequency of 3 MHz on the158

muscle biomechanical properties during DOMS. Additionally, we compared the effects of conventional159
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Table 2
Comparison between and within groups

WUG MUG t
Tone (Hz) Pre 17.12 ± 1.44 19.62 ± 3.26 1.738

Post 16.60 ± 1.39 18.28 ± 2.64
t 3.182∗ 2.434∗

Stiffness (N/m) Pre 336.80 ± 38.19 397.20 ± 88.51 1.138
Post 315.70 ± 47.66 356.50 ± 58.35
t 2.764∗ 2.365∗

Elasticity Pre 1.06 ± 0.17 1.01 ± 0.59 0.718
Post 1.03 ± 0.16 0.96 ± 0.05
t 2.159 1.719∗

Relaxation (ms) Pre 16.47 ± 1.69 15.47 ± 1.69 −0.340
Post 14.64 ± 1.97 13.86 ± 2.23
t 3.409∗∗ 4.138∗∗

Creep Pre 1.00 ± 0.10 0.99 ± 0.11 0.077
Post 0.89 ± 0.10 0.87 ± 0.14
t 2.990∗ 2.245

KSF-MPQ Pre 9.30 ± 4.85 9.00 ± 2.98 0.696
Post 7.30 ± 3.65 6.50 ± 2.06
t 5.000∗∗ 3.87∗∗

Temperature (◦C) Pre 30.98 ± 1.92 30.15 ± 1.45 1.611
Post 32.90 ± 2.37 31.24 ± 1.45
t −3.324∗∗ −4.86∗∗

∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, mean ± standard deviation, WUG: wearable ultrasound
group, MUG: medical ultrasound group.

ultrasound stimulation. Ultrasound treatment is a noninvasive and low-risk approach to relieve pain in the160

musculoskeletal system using thermal and mechanical energy.161

The stress relaxation time and creep significantly decreased in both groups after ultrasound stimulation,162

and no differences were observed between the groups. Stress relaxation time refers to the time required163

for a muscle to return to its original shape after an external force is applied that changes its form [17].164

Typically, when an external force is applied to the swollen area and then removed, the muscle takes a long165

time to return to its original shape. In severe cases, the deformed shape retains a pitting phenomenon.166

After ultrasound stimulation, the stress relaxation time decreased significantly, indicating an improvement167

in swelling [2,3,18]. Additionally, creep, a measure of the structural integrity of the muscle, was evaluated,168

with higher integrity resulting in lower values [17]. Thus, ultrasound stimulation signifies an improvement169

in the compromised integrity caused by excessive infiltration of fluids (e.g., body fluids and blood) due170

to swelling. The changes in the biomechanical characteristics of the muscle confirmed that continuous171

low-intensity WUS can alleviate the symptoms of muscle damage caused by DOMS.172

Muscle tone and tension significantly decreased after ultrasound stimulation, and no differences were173

observed between the groups. These results indicated that WUS reduced muscle stiffness, which increased174

after DOMS. The results were similar to those obtained using conventional ultrasound. Several studies175

have shown that ultrasound stimulation reduces muscle stiffness [7,8,19,20]. Furthermore, other methods176

to alleviate DOMS, such as vibration [21], massage [22], and static stretching [23], have been shown to177

reduce muscle stiffness.178

The pain reduction level measured using the KSF-MPQ in the WUG group showed a significant179

reduction (p < 0.1), similar to the pain reduction level in the MUG group. These results indicate that180

wearable ultrasound stimulation can reduce DOMS-related pain, which is consistent with the findings181

of other studies [2,24]. Pain reduction may be caused by the recovery of damaged tissues in DOMS.182

In addition, ultrasound may suppress the blockade of pain signals. Skin temperature in the area under183
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ultrasound stimulation increased in both groups. WUS might apply continuous sinuous pressure generated184

by the piezoelectric effect on the skin; conventional ultrasound might also provide soothing and rubbing185

sensations by the continuous movement of the applicator. These results imply that both ultrasound186

methods stimulate skin receptors, affecting the pain-gate control mechanism [25].187

Eccentric exercise induces microdamage to muscles and connective tissues. Subsequently, this leads188

to edema, swelling, and an immune response with the infiltration of inflammatory cells. This immune189

response generates prostaglandins (PGE2) that sensitize type 3 and type 4 nerve endings, rendering190

them more sensitive to mechanical, chemical, and thermal stimuli. Swelling increases intramuscular191

pressure, leading to continuous stimulation of sensitized pain receptors by PGE2, resulting in pain [1].192

As demonstrated in this study, ultrasound appeared to reduce the characteristics of swelling, supported193

by changes in stress relaxation time and creep, thereby decreasing the stimulation of sensitized pain194

receptors and alleviating pain [25]. These findings suggest that ultrasound can relieve pain caused by195

eccentric exercise.196

The use of WUS may potentially cause injuries such as burns to the skin and deep tissues, owing to197

stationary stimulation at a specific site. However, another study has shown that low-intensity continuous198

ultrasound with stationary contact does not cause a significant temperature increase in deeper tissues199

owing to the presence of blood and body fluids [26]. In this study, ultrasound was applied to the muscle200

region, which generally contains considerable amounts of blood and fluid. Therefore, the application of201

the stationary contact ultrasound to the muscles was considered safe. Nevertheless, this study evaluated202

potential secondary injuries to biological tissues caused by fixed-contact ultrasound by conducting thermal203

and phantom tests. The results showed that the skin temperature under the ultrasound transducer increased204

slightly, approximately 2◦C, which was not sufficient to cause damage to the skin [27]. During the study,205

ultrasound gel pads were used to provide adequate moisture throughout the 1-h stimulation period. This206

ensured better adhesion between the transducer and treatment area, maintaining a low impedance. The207

phantom experiment also confirmed the safety of ultrasound stimulation in deep tissues as no color208

changes were observed. Hence, the stationary ultrasound stimulation used in this study was considered209

safe and did not cause secondary damage to the DOMS.210

Low-intensity continuous ultrasound was used in this study. According to the Arndt-Schultz law,211

low-intensity ultrasound aids in the rapid recovery of damaged muscles [28,29]. Additionally, continuous212

ultrasound generates heat in deeper tissues as its primary effect. Some ultrasound-related effects have213

shown that pulsed ultrasound stimulation may not have a significant impact, suggesting that thermal214

effects might be more dominant than nonthermal effects in managing pain [20]. Therefore, the use of215

low-intensity continuous ultrasound in this study seems beneficial for the rapid recovery of injured216

muscles, and the main effect observed was likely the generation of heat in deeper tissues.217

However, this study has several limitations. First, because it was a one-off experiment, predicting the218

effects of the intervention over a longer period was difficult. Second, the study’s ability to represent219

various age groups was limited because only participants in their 20 s were surveyed. Third, the results of220

this study revealed an increase in skin temperature following ultrasound stimulation, suggesting that such221

an elevation could potentially produce effects similar to those of conventional heating pads or creams in222

managing musculoskeletal symptoms. It is inferred from these findings that the thermal stimulation on223

the skin surface induced by ultrasound, combined with deep tissue heating, may collectively influence224

the musculoskeletal system. However, this research did not verify these complex effects, and notably, it225

did not conduct a comparative study with traditional heating pads or creams. Future research is needed226

to address the issues. Nevertheless, based on the results of previous studies, ultrasound treatment has227

reportedly been effective in treating various diseases and symptoms in different age groups.228
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5. Conclusions229

This study aimed to determine the ability of wearable ultrasound devices based on low-intensity230

ultrasound to effectively alleviate pain and muscle tension, increase body heat, and be as effective as231

conventional medical ultrasound devices. The results showed that low-intensity ultrasound-based wearable232

treatment devices had significant effects on pain, muscle tension, and body heat and could be as effective233

as conventional medical ultrasound devices. Thus, low-intensity ultrasound-based wearable treatment234

devices are viable alternatives to conventional treatment devices with the added advantage of being235

portable and enabling patients to move during treatment.236
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